Purpose: The Gamma Index defines an asymmetric metric between the evaluated image and the reference image. It provides a quantitative comparison that can be used to indicate sample-wised pass/fail on the agreement of the two images. The Gamma passing/failing rate has become an important clinical evaluation tool. However, the presence of noise in the evaluated and/or reference images may change the Gamma Index, hence the passing/failing rate, and further, clinical decisions. In this work, we systematically studied the impact of the image noise on the Gamma Index calculation. Methods: We used both analytic formulation and numerical calculations in our study. The numerical calculations included simulations and clinical images. Three different noise scenarios were studied in simulations: noise in reference images only, in evaluated images only, and in both. Both white and spatially correlated noises of various magnitudes were simulated. For clinical images of various noise levels, the Gamma Index of measurement against calculation, calculation against measurement, and measurement against measurement, were evaluated. Results: Numerical calculations for both the simulation and clinical data agreed with the analytic formulations, and the clinical data agreed with the simulations. For the Gamma Index of measurement against calculation, its distribution has an increased mean and an increased standard deviation as the noise increases. On the contrary, for the Gamma index of calculation against measurement, its distribution has a decreased mean and stabilized standard deviation as the noise increases. White noise has greater impact on the Gamma Index than spatially correlated noise. Conclusions: The noise has significant impact on the Gamma Index calculation and the impact is asymmetric. The Gamma Index should be reported along with the noise levels in both reference and evaluated images. Reporting of the Gamma Index with switched roles of the images as reference and evaluated images or some composite metrics would be a good practice.
Introduction
The Gamma Index defines an asymmetric metric between two images for quantitative image comparison [1, 2] . The dosimetric tolerances, e.g. the dose difference (DD) of 3% and the distance-toagreement (DTA) of 3 mm, are formulated as weighting factors in the metric, so that the Gamma Index can be used as an indicator for dosimetric pass (<=1) or fail (>1). However, image noise can change the Gamma Index value and thus change the passing/failing rate, and further, clinical decision. For example, the flat panel imager (portal imager) has a certain level of electronic noise. By using different image resolutions, it results in different noise statistics and different Gamma passing rates.
The noise effect in the Gamma Index was studied in [3, 4] for simulated cases and Monte Carlo (MC) based dose calculation, respectively. During the conference, we were informed of the study [3] , which was similar to ours but with different emphasis: their emphasis was on the MC dose calculation, while ours was more on the portal comparisons. Due to the asymmetry of the Gamma Index, noise in the two images, the evaluated (searching) image and the reference (searched) image, could cause opposite effects. Here we refer to the image in which the samples are looking for the closest match, as the evaluated (searching) image, and the other image, in which the samples are being searched, as the reference (searched) image. Intuitively, the presence of noise in the reference image makes the search more likely to find a good match between the two compared images, so that the Gamma Index becomes lower and the passing rate higher. On the other hand, assuming the difference of the evaluated and the reference image is caused by noise, the presence of noise in the evaluated image moves the searching samples away from the reference and makes it harder to find a good match, so that the Gamma Index becomes higher and the passing rate lower. For simple cases, such as a constant reference image, we could establish analytic formulation to describe the statistics of the Gamma Index, assuming a certain statistics of noise. For other cases, the analytic formulations become very complicated, so numerical simulations were used instead to obtain the statistics of the Gamma Index. We also look at the effect of noise in portal image comparison.
Methods
The Gamma Index of an image g against another image f is defined as
where D and d are DD and DTA criteria, respectively.
For simple distributions, such as:
where a and b are constant, and   nx is the noise at x depicted by a Gaussian distribution, the Gamma Index of   fx against g can be calculated as
and the Gamma Index of   gx against f can be calculated as of its mean and passing rate. We also simulated the impact of correlated noise, which were generated by convolving the noise n with local averaging kernels of various sizes.
For real data, we compared portal images of the same treatment beam but in different fractions and compared the measured portals with the corresponding calculated portals. Reduction of noise standard deviation (STD)  was effected by local averaging, and  was estimated using panel data outside of the treatment field. We then calculated the Gamma Index passing rate with respect to the noise STD. We also calculated DD and plotted its passing rate, based on the 3% criteria, along with the Gamma passing rate.
Results
In Figure 1 , we show the mean of the Gamma Index calculated using the formula (6) for a noisy evaluated image against a noise free reference image. The mean is displayed as the image intensity and plotted against the noise mean  (Y-axis) and STD  (X-axis). Figure 2 are the results of numerical simulations for the Gamma Index mean and the passing rate of (f(x),g) and (g(x),f). Because of the symmetry with respect to 0   , we only plot the results for 0   . Note that the result of simulation (Figure 2 (a) ) agrees with that of calculation based on the formula (Figure 1) . We can see that the mean of the Gamma Index increases and the Gamma passing rate decreases, as the mean and the STD of noise in the searching image increase (Figure 2 (a) ), and the mean of the Gamma Index decreases, as the STD of noise in the searched image increases. Figure 3 indicates that the noise correlation increase the mean of the Gamma Index and thus decreases the passing rate. The 0 mm correlation window indicates white noise. In Figure 4 and Figure 5 , we show the results of portal measurement to measurement and measurement to calculation, respectively. Figure 4 shows (a) the reference portal, (b) the difference of two portals of the same beam in different fractions, and (c) the Gamma and DD passing rate with respect to the noise STD. Figure 5 (a) shows the calculated portal for the same delivery setup of the measurement in Figure 4 (a) . It can be seen that the impact of noise for clinical data is similar to that for simulations: noise in the reference image increases the Gamma passing rate, as shown in Figure 4 (c) and Figure 5 (c) , and noise in the evaluated image decreases the Gamma passing rate, as shown in Figure 5 (b) . These results agreed with intuition. 
Conclusions
Noise could have significant impact on the Gamma Index calculation. For example, the impact of noise can be seen when using different image resolution: lowering image resolution reduces noise and thus results in an increased Gamma Index and a decreased Gamma Index passing rate. Hence, it is necessary to include the STD of image noise when reporting the Gamma Index, as it can be referenced as uncertainty for the Gamma Index evaluation.
